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Abstract

Environment Search Planning Subject to High Robot Localization
Uncertainty
Jared J. Beard
As robots find applications in more complex roles, ranging from search and rescue to healthcare and services, they must be robust to greater levels of localization uncertainty and uncertainty
about their environments. Without consideration for such uncertainties, robots will not be able to
compensate accordingly, potentially leading to mission failure or injury to bystanders. This work
addresses the task of searching a 2D area while reducing localization uncertainty. Wherein, the environment provides low uncertainty pose updates from beacons with a short range, covering only
part of the environment. Otherwise the robot localizes using dead reckoning, relying on wheel encoder and yaw rate information from a gyroscope. As such, outside of the regions with position
updates, there will be unconstrained localization error growth over time. The work contributes
a Belief Markov Decision Process formulation for solving the search problem and evaluates the
performance using Partially Observable Monte Carlo Planning (POMCP). Additionally, the work
contributes an approximate Markov Decision Process formulation and reduced complexity state
representation. The approximate problem is evaluated using value iteration. To provide a baseline,
the Google OR-Tools package is used to solve the travelling salesman problem (TSP). Results are
verified by simulating a differential drive robot in the Gazebo simulation environment. POMCP results indicate planning can be tuned to prioritize constraining uncertainty at the cost of increasing
path length. The MDP formulation provides consistently lower uncertainty with minimal increases
in path length over the TSP solution. Both formulations show improved coverage outcomes.
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Introduction

Imagine for a moment waking up after a long night out and realizing you have lost your glasses.
Not only are you not sure where your glasses are, but it may not even be clear how you got here or
where ‘here’ is for that matter. This is a significant problem for robots as they enter more human
friendly environments. Where once a robot was expected to navigate a sterile environment having
the highest quality sensors and very clear directions, our mechatronic counterparts now find themselves in cluttered environments with cost competitive components and tasked with increasingly
vague objectives. The focus of this work therefore is in the realm of robotic path planning for search
problems and errant localization sources.
This chapter is dedicated to describing the multi-objective search problem, motivations for investigation and the contributions of this work.

1

1.1

Motivation and Impact

Today, robots are active members in many industries: finding applications in scientific surveys [69],
emergency relief [35], and capital maintenance [81], among others. As robots enter mainstream
society, they are subject to increasingly unstructured environments. Whereas a lab or warehouse
robot may have simple, clearly defined workspaces and top-shelf equipment, real-world applications elicit the need for robustness to complicated circumstances and ambiguities. This results in
difficulties achieving a consistent fix on the robot’s location. If at any moment the robot does not
know where it is, then if can not know where it needs to go. Consequently, inability to converge on
an accurate location estimate may result in mission failure. Overcoming localization uncertainty is
a significant challenge in robotics (particularly for aerial robots). While hovering, unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV) are subject to physical and measurement drift which skew estimates. Without some
ground truth to help constrain uncertainty in pose estimates, then, aerial vehicles can lose track of
their location. Unmanned ground vehicles (UGV) are also subject to drift in their estimates. They
however benefit from being fixed to the ground. As such, UGV can maintain a position with relative ease. Doing so allows UGV to maintain or improve their state estimate when remaining in
place.
Moreover, recent interest in solving search problems is evident from the rise of research projects
such as the DARPA Subterranean Challenge [18] and the NASA Space Robotics Competition
2 [78]. In both cases, the intent of search is to find useful resources, be it for emergency relief
as in the DARPA Challenge or for mining applications as in the NASA Competition. These are
both scenarios where human intervention will be strictly limited due to the extreme constraints
of the challenges’ respective environments. By sending in robots, not only can this work be done
more efficiently but it can help limit human exposure to dangers. Now that NASA has committed
to return to the moon by 2024 to begin developing a lunar base through the Artemis program,
this is ever more important to the future of human endeavours [79]. In the case of the NASA
challenge, the robots are required to search a large area. As they traverse, if the localization error
grows significantly, there is considerable risk of searching areas repeatedly wasting precious time
and energy. In the case of the DARPA challenge, high quality maps are necessary to report the
locations of search items. Quality mapping is heavily reliant on good localization; distortions in a
map could result in emergency crew getting lost or delayed care for victims.
2

1.2

Problem Statement

The objective of this work is to develop a path planner for a robot to search a 2D environment.
Here, the robot is differential drive, having wheels fixed on parallel axes and using the velocity differential between wheels for turning. The robot will know its exact initial location, and will have
a prior map of the region to be searched. At the end of traverse, the robot is expected to return
to its starting location. As the robot traverses its environment, it will take location measurements
through a mixture of globally fixed sources with bounded error and limited range, as well as, local
sources with unbounded error growth. In this case, the global sources are beacons from which the
robot is guaranteed to get a relative position estimate with negligible error when it is in range; local
sources would be an inertial measurement unit and wheel encoders–both with significant noise.
When only the local sources are used, the state estimate drifts as a result of integrating the noise.
The specific parameters of these measurement sources are defined in Ch. 4. Given the environment is static, the planner is expected to compute a near-optimal path prior to search. Optimality
criteria are set as a function of the energy cost of search and uncertainty in localization. The planner will be verified in simulation. The expectation of this work is that it will lay the groundwork for
multi-robot search (wherein the beacons become mobile) and real-time 3D search.
As an important note, optimizers are described using terminology of searching a solution or state
space. There is degeneracy of nomenclature here as the purpose of this work is to search for an object. It is the hope of the author the intended subject will be clear from the context. In cases where
both topics are discussed in proximity, however, efforts will be made to draw a distinction. This
will primarily be treated by describing the problem as search and the approaches to optimization
as searching the solution or state space.

1.3

Contributions

Within the realm of robotic search and planning under uncertainty, one finds little overlap in the
literature, as will be demonstrated in Ch. 3. The shift from robots in industrial and laboratory
setting to real world environments, as well as, the utility of search to object retrieval tasks, indicate
the need to balance these objectives. To this end the work presented here contributes the following:
• two formulations for the multi-objective search problem:
3

– A Belief Markov decision process (BMDP) formulation, solved using the Partially Observable Monte Carlo Planning (POMCP) method. In doing so, later work could extend to planning online (as the robot is completing its mission).
– A Markov decision process (MDP) approximation to the BMDP, solved using value
iteration (VI). The objective here, being exploration of reasonable approximations.
• a reduced complexity state representation for the search MDP, neglecting the path history.
By treating the states as independent of history, the problem complexity could be made a
function of nodes, as opposed to path length. It should be noted, that while the states for
both the BMDP and MDP only consider the set of visited nodes, the application of these
in their respective solvers is where the benefit comes into play. VI can effectively neglect
the history, however, the design of POMCP is such that it searches the state-action tree as
diverging paths. Furthermore, explicit consideration of the BMDP problem relies on the
history of observations to evaluate belief states, the curse of history.
In making the described contributions, this work hopes to lay the groundwork for more general
multi-objective search planning tasks. This includes online planning in 3D with consideration for
multiple robots, obstacles, exploration, prior information, among others. Furthermore, by exploring state space representation in the MDP, this approach could then be extended to the partially
observable Markov decision process (POMDP). Given that have an intractably large number of
states and must be solved using approximate methods, simplified complexity can greatly improve
the ability of these methods to effectively search the solution space.

1.4

Problem Formulation

The problem presented is a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process. Here it has been simplified as a BMDP for the sake of application. The process is defined according to 4-tuple: B set
of belief states b, A set of actions a, Τ(b’ | b, a) transition probability function, and R (s, a) reward
function. Note the ’ indicates a state reached from some state-action pair and that s is the true underlying state. The area of search has been discretized into a graph G = (V, E) wherein V represents
the set of viable robot positions and E the viable motions. The belief states b are defined as the
set {x, N, P}. Here, x is the robot pose, N is the set of visited nodes and P is the position error
4

covariance. For two vertices u,v ∈ V, A := {uv | ∀ uv ∈ E}. The reward R is defined as


 β(c, d, P) + α ∀v ∈ N ⇐⇒ v ∈ V & v = vinitial
R (s, a) :=
β(c, d, P) + ρ v ∈
/N


β(c, d, P)
v∈N

(1.1)

Herein, α is the reward for visiting all nodes, ρ is the cost for not visiting a new node. β is the cost of
traversing to the edge as function of baseline energy expenditure c, distance d, and P. β is described
as
β(c, d, b) = c + w1 ∗ d + w2 ∗ (1 − nvisited /n)2 ∗ tr(P).
(1.2)
The terms w₁ and w₂ are scaling parameters. For the additional scaling term applied to tr(P), nvisited
indicates the number of nodes visited and n = |N|. This is used to deweight the belief estimate
near the end of search in lieu of tracking time and imposing an explicit constraint. In applying the
baseline energy cost, the intent is to motivate the robot not to remain in place. Application of the
distance term is used to bias the solution towards taking shorter paths. Lastly, consideration of the
error covariance is intended to favor low uncertainty paths.
To approximate this formulation as a Markov Decision Process the set of belief states is replaced
with S the set of states. States s ∈ S are defined as s:= {u, N, t}. Here, u is the current vertex and t
indicates the number of timesteps since receiving a beacon update. These timesteps are then used
to approximate the tr(P) as
d
(
t)
tr(P) ≈ e dmin .
(1.3)
Here dmin indicated the minimum arc length. This approximation was used to model the worst
case exponential error growth for the 2D model. Scaling the time steps by the relative distance
accounted for longer paths resulting in nominally greater error growth than shorter ones. While
exploring cost functions, making β a function proportional to t and the cube of t were also considered. These, however, did not produce desirable behaviors in the paths and so were not investigated
in detail. The square of t seemed to offer similar behavior, though this was also not investigated in
detail.

5

2

Structure of Robotic Path Planning
Problems

The task of robotic path planning involves determining the set of spatial states a robot must
pass through to arrive at some state goal. Take as example the scenarios of navigating a robot to a
charging station or use of a manipulator to pick up a block. Herein path planning is defined specifically as deciding the set of linear positions a robot should transition between to achieve some goal.
Similar topics in robotics include motion planning which considers full poses (both angular and
linear positions) and trajectory planning which factors in dynamics and control actions. In planning, obstacles present a unique danger in that they can cause mission failure or otherwise damage
a robot. Obstacle avoidance may be conducted at a planning level or more reactively at a lower level.
Path planning may exist as one goal among others or as a means to achieving some other objective.
Under these circumstances a higher level mission planner is tasked with breaking the task into ac6

tionable steps. This is the case in robots which are expected to transport goods or safely traverse a
region to find a survivor. While motion, trajectory, and mission planning play a key role in robotics
they are not central to this work and will therefore be only discussed as necessary.
To investigate path planners, it is important to understand the context of the bigger robotic system: the robot and its environment. The environment consists of features which can interact with
the robot (e.g., terrain, obstacles, light, other agents). The robot will consist of a set of sensors used
to collect information on the environment and actuators allow the robot to interact with the environment. From a sensory perspective, the field of view and quality of a sensor impacts the ability of
a robot to identify an object in its environment or ability to ascertain a reliable state estimate. Similarly the quality of an actuator will impact how consistently a robot can perform a desired behavior.
The interactive components of a robot do not exist in a vacuum, however; they are tied together
by the body of the robot. This body has some form which defines sensor and actuator placement,
encoding advantages for specific tasks. Manipulators for example will be good at grasping tasks,
while a rover is expected to conduct traverse missions. Another example lie in the compliance of
the body itself. Whereas rigid bodies allow for higher precision and repeatability of motion, soft
bodies can be safer to work around [55]. This argument persists when we consider drivetrain, be it
omnidirectional (capable of moving in any direction), differential, pedal or otherwise. Such characteristics impose requirements on planners. They must consider how reliable an output can be
achieved and the constraints on motion, then compensate for these effects. Furthermore, the form
of the environment plays a significant role in deciding the characteristics a planner should have.
Terrains that yield easily and can cause robot to slip, impacting localization or in the case of pedal
robots lead to falling. Consequently, a planner in this scenario should balance risk and avoid particularly dangerous regions. Alternatively, some regions fail to provide adequate sensory data for a
given sensor suite (e.g., trying to use a camera in the dark).
Within the context of a system, it becomes clear how robots fit within the broader framework
of decision making and decision processes. Decision making occurs when some agent selects an
action to perform based on information about both its and the environmental states [57]. In a
decision process, an agent makes multiple decisions in succession to interact with its environment
and other agents. A planner, as with any decision maker seeks to achieve some objective while
maximizing the reward or minimizing the cost of doing so. Some factors include such details as
distance travelled, information gained, uncertainty in position, and safety of a path.
7

The rest of this chapter is dedicated to formulating the problem of path planning in a sound theoretical framework. This begins with a discussion on what constitutes a decision process and how
one applies such processes to make decisions. Because decision making relies on information about
the robot and environmental states, an understanding of the means with which such states are represented is necessary. As mentioned above, information about the state must be gathered through
sensors. Sensors in the real world are noisy and subject to constraints on application. Therefore a
section detailing these constraints and means to overcome them through the application of sensor
fusion is included as well.

2.1

Decision processes

As a robot interacts with its environment, it receives sensory input and provides output through its
actuators and body. Concurrently, the environment is undergoing a set of changes due to external
factors, reacting to input from the robot, and supplying information to sensors through various
physical means. These phenomena occur in a continuous spacetime and at any given moment will
be defined by a state. More clearly, a state s ∈ S (the state space) consists of the information used to
effectively describe a given scenario. For example, consider a point moving along a line. Its position,
velocity, and acceleration would be considered sufficient information to describe the motion of the
point. The point effectively exists in a one dimensional environment. This state will be affected
by some action a ∈ A (the action space) which has some probability Τ(s′ |s, a) of transitioning to
the desired state. In the example of our point this would be considered the option of accelerating
in one direction along its line or doing nothing. To interpret its state, the agent takes as sensory
input described as an observation o ∈ Ω (the observation set). Such an observation is dependent
directly on the true state of the system. As there is noise in real sensors, the conditional probability
for receiving an observation O({si , si−1 , ..., s0 }, {ai , ai−1 , ..., a0 }, {oi , oi−1 , ..., o0 }) should also be
considered. Depending on the context this will be assumed to be 1. If we assume that along the
line our point received a certain intensity of light which varied by position, one can see how regions
with similar intensity may be mistaken for others. As such looking to the past helps resolve these
ambiguities. Every state transition is associated with some reward R (s, a); which establish the
optimality criteria against which decisions are made. These rewards may then be discounted by
some factor when the rewards further in the future are be deemed less valuable. Returning to the
8

example of the point. Perhaps it must get to a specific coordinate on the line, receiving a very large
reward for arriving, but incurring a cost associated with the time and energy spent getting there.
The various classes of decision processes make assumptions regarding the observability of states,
understanding of the underlying model and rewards, as well as importance of time history. Perhaps
one of the most widely applied assumptions is that of the Markov property. The Markov property is
defined as the characteristic of independence between future and past states given the current state
[65]. Processes relying on this assumption are referred to as Markov decision processes (MDP).
Additionally, MDPs are characterized by the assumption that the states are fully observable. That is,
the robot has all necessary information to know its state with certainty. As such, we can neglect O
as all observations will reflect the current state. What makes MDPs attractive for use is the dramatically simplified structure that come with breaking time dependence. Given motion of macroscale
bodies obeys the Markov property, having a good localization source is all that is necessary to enjoy the benefits of planning as an MDP. Lastly, in the special case where transition probabilities are
precisely one, MDPs become deterministic finite automata or state machines. At this point they
cease to be random processes. This holds for the cases in robotics where sensation, actuation, and
control capabilities can ensure every move is deliberate.
In the more general case of non-Markov decision processes, where the Markov property is broken, significant dependence on the history of states is exhibited. The boundary here comes down
to the formulation or nature of the problem itself. A poignant example is the case of the diffusion of
a substance across some media [97]. Formulating this problem from the perspective of the state in
the media at any given time lends dependence to the direction a given particle came from. Given information regarding the state of all particles or any incident particles, however, we can reformulate
the problem as one directly dependent on motion. This is to say nothing of the obvious difficulty
in doing so–such a scenario is meant for explanation purposes.
Suppose on the other hand that the Markov property does hold, but the noise in sensors is significant enough to effect planning. This problem is referred to as a partially observable Markov
decision process (POMDP) and is the framework through which this work most directly applies.
Attempting to solve POMDPs exactly becomes intractable as it requires computation of not only
all possible states, but all observation probability distributions over those states. That said, they are
applicable to a wide variety of problems, including robotics, marketing, database queries, structural
inspection, search and rescue, and target identification, among others [16]. Given the uncertainty
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in localization and hence state inherent in robotics path planning, this is an especially powerful
framework for solving this class of problems. Because of the complexity, it is helpful to simplify
the problem to one of the belief state Markov decision process (BMDP). Here a belief state is one
wherein states are considered with the uncertainty or belief of being in each state. This belief state
is here referred to as b ∈ B (the belief space). The idea behind the BMDP is that the belief achieved
by reaching a state through some set of actions and observations should be similar whenever they
occur [72]. One can then do away with consideration of all possible conditional distributions for
receiving some observation, thereby considerably reducing the solution space.
Lastly, considering there is ambiguity regarding the reward for making a given action. This may
be a result of uncertainty in transitions of the greater environmental states, such as motion of external agents [57]. Under these conditions the problem belongs to a class known as multi-arm
bandits. As insinuated by the name, this is much like playing the slot machines because the problem involves trying an action several times to uncover about the underlying reward. The process of
learning the state-action value function Q is hence referred to as Q-Learning. Such methods often
rely heavily on reinforcement learning techniques given the lack of an existing model [99]. This
class of problems fits within the framework of POMDPs, though given a reasonable estimate of
Q for the underlying MDP, some solutions may opt to neglect partial observability to good effect
[68].

2.2

Representation of state space

The planning space will rarely match the continuous spacetime of the real world. Planning through
continuous time is often not a consideration for a variety of reasons. Chief among them, is that
computers are inherently bad at dealing with solving continuous time processes unless they can
be formulated as differential equations or otherwise fit into a matrix to be solved in one-shot. Furthermore given digital computer-based robots operate on bit strings and can only evaluate data
at discrete rates, in many cases there would be insufficient information to induce a meaningful
change in action at every moment in time. Spatial state representations on the other hand can
be and are sometimes represented continuously. Given the computational requirements, however,
many planners opt to represent spatial states in a discretized manner through a grid or graph based
representation.
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The state of a robot and its environment goes beyond where and when it is. There is need to
consider factors such as states of various joints, locations of obstacles, the belief about these states,
regions of interest, prior information, etc. Representation of a robot’s pose in space or its joint positions may be described as the configuration. Viable joint configurations and body poses are known
as the free space, while information regarding environmental factors as the obstacle space. A planner reaches some objective by planning through this configuration space as opposed to the physical
one [70]. Such a representation is helpful in dealing with robotic planning for things like manipulators where planning through joint angles may be more intuitive than planning through explicit
linear positions in space. This does have the drawback that obstacles and other spatial information are more difficult to represent in these transformed spaces. Taking this concept a step further,
some planners choose to operate in the belief space which considers the belief for an underlying
state. Additional factors such as the life of a battery remaining or the set of locations which have
been visited further expand the state space. Even if the only mention of the battery life is in the cost
function, one should understand that the cost is implied by a change between states from some
action. Understanding these assumptions and when they are being made can make a significant
difference in the representation selected for a state space–and consequently how difficult the problem is to solve. Furthermore, the state space involves more than the physical space of the robot, it
also considers the environment and may consider more abstract states necessary to achieve a goal.
2.2.1 State Space Reduction
When the size of the state space is very large, searching the entire solution space becomes very
computationally expensive or intractable. In some cases this can be overcome by reframing the
problem; consider in the search problem tracking the set of visited states as opposed to the entire
history of the robot path. In a complete graph for example this would result in a complexity of 2ⁿ
as opposed to km assuming we visit every node once. Here n is the number of nodes in a given
k-regular graph (where all nodes have k edges) and m is the planning depth. Alternatively, one can
apply a receding horizon approach (to plan within a certain time frame) or implement hierarchical
solvers [81]. That said, it is often helpful to approximate the state space itself. In this case, solvers
attempt to search a representative or otherwise promising subset of the state space. A quirk of path
planning, however, is the number of states in the configuration space strongly impacts the num-
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ber of other states such as the belief states or the regions of search in a foraging problem–wherein
robots search for and transport objects to a specific location. As such, a key method of state space
reduction is by approximating the spatial states. The caveat being that one also need to consider the
suitability of trajectories for a given robot. Generally this approximation is accomplished through
a grid or graphical method.
Formulating a space into a grid involves tessellating it, often with squares or cubes. It has benefits
of ease of use from a programming standpoint given that grid cells fit into and can be indexed by arrays. As an example, the wavefront algorithm fills cells with the value indicating their distance from
some objective or a flag indicating an obstacle [106]. This representation also applies to probability distributions [25] and environmental state information [40] [60]. Under such circumstances
when information is encoded into the grid for use in planning, it is termed an occupancy grid, referring to the obstacles or other information occupying given cells. The downside to using a grid
is use memory inefficiently. This is due in large part to the uniform nature of a grid and fixed scale.
To some degree this has been overcome by adaptive grid decomposition which nests grid cells to
provide more representation in information rich regions [82]. This concept has been extended to
3D grid cells (voxels) through the octrees used by the Octomap package [43]. While not strictly a
grid, cellular decomposition is common in coverage problems where convex polygons are easier to
plan over. The Morse-based cellular decomposition sweeps through a region with a line orthogonal to the sweep direction. When the line is subdivided by obstacles (or joined as they are passed)
the method identifies a cellular region for planning [2].
Graphs may also be used to represent state spaces. Graphs consist of a set of points known as
nodes or vertices connected by a set of edges or arcs. In the context of planning, edges will typically have some cost associated with them. Optionally the vertices may also have some value or
information associated with them. A grid may be represented as a special case for a graph wherein
all nodes are regularly spaced and connected within a radius equal to the distance of the nearest
neighbor. Graphs may be projected outward in regular patterns as with grids and lattice methods
(wherein a subset of possible actions are projected from initial coordinate to form a tree) [45].
Alternatively, random graphs are built by sampling a set of nodes from the environment then connecting the edges in some prescribed manner. Subsequent collision checks at each stage ensures
the graph does not intersect obstacles. The distribution of samples and connectivity of the graph
in turn control the complexity of the planning problem and how well it approximates the real sce12

nario. Samples may be generated randomly according to some prior distribution or be biased in the
vicinity of interesting features such as obstacles [32]. Doing so ensures sufficient coverage in areas
of interest. Alternatively, controls on dispersion may be applied to ensure no region is too sparse.
Low discrepancy methods (e.g., Hammersley, Halton, lattices methods–differing from those above
which project specific template of motions) go a step further ensuring that points are sufficiently
dense and do not fall along some axis [63]. These features help to ensure that graphs permit paths
around obstacles and do not become disconnected. An interesting example of planner sampling is
that used by the Randomly-Exploring Random Trees planner (RRT) which builds its graph in the
direction of samples (constrained to some maximum distance) as opposed to using them directly
in the graph [62]. When connecting graphs some methods are to connect the k-nearest neighbors
or the k-nearest components to ensure short connections and prevent isolated subgraphs, respectively [63]. In the case of visibility graphs, features on obstacles such as corners are identified as
nodes and connected to those unobstructed by obstacles [71]. This increases risks of collisions
but tends to offer the most direct routes. Alternatively one may opt to connect all nodes within a
certain radius, as with grids.

2.3

State Estimation

State estimation is integral to robotic path planning. Whether a planner operates closed loop or
plans the necessary path beforehand, a robot cannot hope to reliably and safely reach a state unless
it has a reasonable assessment of its current state. State estimation occurs at two levels, that of
sensation and that of perception. The role of sensory equipment is to take measurements of various
environmental factors. To name a few, this includes information about nearby resources such as the
concentration of a gas, motion information, or the relative location between two objects. In this
context, the primary concern is the relative motion of a robot to the environment and other agents
for the purpose of localization. On their own, sensor data does not offer much in regard to utility.
The role of perception then is to form this data into a cohesive assessment of the robot and/or the
environment, as well as the belief in this assessment.
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2.3.1 Sensors
This subsection is concerned with sensors primarily used for the task of robotic localization. While
it is true that other sensors such as gas sensors and light sensors can, through creative application,
be utilized for this purpose, this section is presented to help understand the general implications
of sensor behaviors on the task of localization. It is not intended to be a comprehensive review of
sensor technologies.
Inertial measurement units (IMU) are devices which track the motion of a body by measuring
its acceleration, rate of rotation, and sometimes the local magnetic field. It therefore contains an
accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer for each spatial direction in which it is rated. IMU’s
take measurements at about 1 - 50 Hz though some special cases may be several times faster [3].
IMU’s are subject to measurement bias which may be a function of time, and random noise. When
integrated over time state estimates based on IMU tend to drift. Users must consider the gravity of
vector for Earth in accelerometer data and, for missions of significant duration, Earth’s rotation for
gyroscope data. Assuming a stationary agent, accelerometer data may also be used to supply pitch
and roll state information based on the gravity vector. Magnetometers are primarily used for bearing measurements given the relative constancy of Earth’s magnetic field; this shields them to some
degree from measurement drift in the heading estimate. Application should be careful of scenarios
where there are magnetic features as these may introduce erroneous heading measurements.
Wheels may be outfit with encoders. Encoders are devices which detect flashes of light or magnetic field changes to determine relative motion of a disk or ring. Based on this rotational measurement and knowledge of the radius of a wheel, linear distance can be estimated. In the case of
optical encoders, a disk has slots removed at regular intervals in one or more concentric rings. A
light and light sensor are placed to either side of this disk. As the wheel and disk rotate the light
will be seen to flash on and off. Each flash then corresponds to some angular displacement which is
thus translated to linear motion by calculating the arc length the outer face of the wheel has rotated.
Encoders may be subject to backlash used through a gear train, as such it is ideal that they be placed
on the shaft for which the measurement is required [11]. It should be noted that higher resolution
optical encoders are more likely to miss counts, particularly at higher rates. This can to some degree
be limited using absolute, quadrature, or multichannel encoding strategies. Magnetic Encoders on
the other hand measure the magnetic flux induced by magnets on a spinning disk, relying on the
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Hall effect. As such, measurement using magnetic encoders is best applied to measuring angular
velocities.
Cameras are devices which measure the wavelength of light and intensity received at a sensor
array to reproduce a projection of the light emitted by the environment. These sensors are used to
identify objects from visual cues (assuming optical camera) or measure distances. Depending on
the sensor technology of the camera, it will measure light in different spectra (e.g., visible, ultraviolet, and infrared). The lens of a camera will affect its field of view; though a vast majority are highly
directional, there are wide angle lenses such as fisheye lenses which offer an approximately hemispherical view. Such wide angle lenses, however, result in image distortion at the edges, which
requires compensation to provide accurate measurements [88]. Cameras making use of a single
sensor are referred to as monocular. An object detected in a monocular camera can be localized
in two angular directions relative to the camera. Extension to two or more sensors offers a stereo
camera. These have the advantage of parallax for use estimating the pose of features in the image.
Application of such measurements, robots can resolve their motion in a process called visual odometry. There are scenarios when an object of known size is observed by a camera as in the case of
ARuco tags. In identifying this object, the relative pose can be computed using the dimensions of
the tag and a monocular camera [77]. Both visual odometry and ARuco tags are subject to constrained localization error so long as the tag or a set of features remain in view. Over time, however,
using multiple sets of features or multiple tags with space interleaved, the error grows unbounded.
An example is the application of visual odometry to teach-and-repeat methods, which produces
locally consistent measurements that are globally inconsistent [27]. Visual odometry is also susceptible to failure in homogeneous environments, where features may be few or nonexistent.
A broad array of technologies are dedicated specifically to the task of ranging. Among these are
laser range finders (LRF), light detection and ranging (LiDAR), depth cameras, ultrasonic range
finders. LRF and and LiDAR, as the names imply, use light to measure distance by applying the
speed of light and time of flight of the signal. LRF is typically a single beam oriented in one direction. LiDAR on the otherhand may employ one or more beams to take measurements in two
or three dimensions. Depth cameras may similarly rely on time of flight for projected light though
there are applications which rely on structured light approaches [61]. Application of such technologies produces a point cloud or depth image to indicate relative pose measurements which provide
useful updates for mapping [41]. Furthermore, given the number of measurement updates low un15

certainty velocity measurements can be achieved. That said, at high velocities, technology such as
LiDAR are subject to dilation. Light based sensors are also susceptible to dust clouds and nonreflective surfaces. Ultrasonic ranging devices and SONAR can be applied in scenarios where such
issues arise.
Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) similarly produce range information relative to a
satellite constellation. By using the time of flight of transmissions and known positions of satellites,
the process of trilateration can be applied to evaluate a 3D position estimate. GNSS offer bounded
error growth and sub-meter level accuracy when fused with other sensors [74]. GNSS does suffer
drawbacks such as multipath interference, can only operate above ground, and risks jamming or
other human sourced manipulation. In particular, GNSS cannot be applied to subterranean environments and underwater as the signals cannot be transmitted in these cases.
2.3.2 Perception
Perception gives sensory data meaning through context. For example, while it is on the camera
to “see” an ARuco tag or object, the perceptive system is what deciphers the tag or object as being
in a certain position within the image. In the case of localization, a variety of measurements are
integrated to provide an estimate of the robot’s pose. This section will focus on some common
sensory modes which are fused, as well as the means of fusing such data.
Dead reckoning is the application of heading and distance sensors to estimate displacement
[100]. This may include configurations such as use of wheel odometry, inertial odometry, visual
odometry. Dead reckoning, while it can be performed at relatively high rates is subject to unconstrained error growth which is problematic for applications which require high precision, like mapping. To overcome this, it helps to have globally consistent measurement sources such as GNSS
from which localization error will be constrained. Fusion of such technologies helps overcome the
drawbacks posed by others. For example, inertial odometry can fill in the gaps between GNSS updates and provide more precise measurements, while GNSS constrains the error growth. In cases
where such measurement updates are not present, it is usually to the user’s benefit to integrate multiple information sources regardless. This lead to dead reckoning navigation techniques such as visual inertial odometry [66]. Regardless of whether one must rely on dead reckoning or can source
external information, integrating this data requires a state estimation technique to fuse the data.
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State estimation is the process of using observed data to provide a best guess as to the underlying
state. There are a variety of techniques such as factor graph [46] and linear least squares estimators
[92]. This discussion will focus on Bayes type filtering methods which are common in literature.
Filters can be classified as parametric or nonparametric. The difference relies in how the probability
distributions over states are represented, which comes down assumptions about the measurements
and what posterior distributions can be expected. Parametric filters assume that a distribution can
be represented with some number of parameters which define the shape of the distribution and
that errors in measurements will be similarly drawn from such distributions. Of particular interest
are Gaussian filters, which assume both Gaussian noise models and hence a Gaussian state estimate. Often nonparametric problems are be approximated as parametric, and the error for doing
so it minimized by optimizing the bias-variance tradeoff [26]. In the application of nonparametric
filters, the expectation is that sensor errors may result in ambiguities, and hence that an estimate of
states cannot be reliably retained through such approximations. For a more comprehensive discussion of filtering technqiues, their derivations, and information regarding implementation of filtering techniques, the reader is directed to [94], from which the following discussion is based.
Gaussian filters provide a unimodal estimate, which is useful when there is little ambiguity between states. Furthermore, they apply to a variety of state estimation problems given that many
sensors produce Gaussian noise. The Kalman filter, likely the best studied Bayes filter, is optimal
for linear Gaussian signals. For nonlinear applications, the extended Kalman filter provides an approximate solution by linearizing the state transitions [76]. Alternatively, unscented Kalman filter
can be applied directly to nonlinear state models [5]. To work with the inverse of the covariance,
the Information filter, is useful scenarios where quantifying information gain is important [93].
Given the underlying mathematical structure, it also offers improved efficiency over the Kalman
filter when there are more measurements for state updates than state predictions.
Nonparametric filters are ideal when distributions are likely to be multimodal or when the structure of the distribution cannot be readily accounted for. Nonparametric filters approximate distributions as discrete. In the case of histogram filters, the space is approximated by discrete regions,
then subsequent application of Bayes updates to each of the regions yields a posterior distribution
[49]. The particle filter on the other hand relies on a set of samples called particles [96]. By randomly drawing from these particles and applying updates to the new samples, a new distribution
can be generated. Practically, the number of bins or particles necessary to accurately represent a
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distribution can be prohibitive to some systems.
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3

Solving Robotic Path Planning Problems

Path planners operate in complicated environments as demonstrated in the previous
chapter. As such, a plethora of methods have been developed to tackle planning, each with its
own assumptions. These assumptions are rooted in the information available and uncertainty associated with the problem. This chapter reviews the state of the art methods applied to solving
decision processes and solving planning problems specifically. Through these examples, the objective of this chapter is to ground the importance of the topics in the last chapter to the approaches
employed for planning. Furthermore by highlighting the characteristics of these approaches, the
discussion will show how these methods lay the groundwork for multi-objective planners such as
that demonstrated in this work.
This chapter begins with a discussion of techniques applied to solving decision processes in general. Given solving decision processes involves searching a state space, the discussion will be guided
by the structure of the optimization techniques employed. For the sake of brevity, this work will
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assume the transition and reward model is known; as such methods, like Q-learning, for evaluating
these terms will be neglected. This also neglects machine learning based approaches, such as those
which use neural networks, in favor of methods with more theoretical grounding. This is followed
by an account of planning methods from the perspective of their primary objectives. These include
planning to reach a destination, to gather information, and with the intent to cover a region or complete a circuit. Planners will be detailed according to their benefits and the assumptions made by
their solvers. At the conclusion, the reader will note that despite the variety of applications there
is a clear gap between planning for search and considerations for localization uncertainty. While
there are some solutions, they consider uncertainty primarily as a fallback option. Furthermore,
from the broad set of literature in decision processes available, there are a breadth of techniques
available for application to this problem.

3.1

Optimization in decision processes

Whatever the purpose of evaluating Markov decision processes, they are optimization problems
which may or may not be constrained. As such, a broad array of optimization tools are available including dynamic programming methods. Dynamic programming methods are those which solve
the problem by recursively solving more simple problems [10]. Other methods are too broad to
classify under an umbrella, but they typically consist of balancing global and local search, to optimize the whole process (up to some horizon), such as evolutionary algorithms [8].
Within the set of dynamic programming based approaches there are exact [38] and approximate
methods [85]–though given enough time many approximate methods will produce an exact solution. Among the exact methods are the various forms of value iteration (VI) [7] and policy iteration [44]. Value iteration seeks to optimize the Bellman equation by iteratively estimating the
value of states from the value of their neighbors and reward for taking some action. Once the values
have converged to stable values, a policy for each state is selected from the highest valued neighbor.
Value iteration is extended to approximate POMDPs through point-based value iteration. Point
based value iteration alternates between performing VI and selection of a representative set of candidate beliefs [84]. Operating on a similar principle, policy iteration, based on a current policy
evaluates its value. Then based on these values it computes a new policy and iterates over these
solutions [57].
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The approximate methods exploit the state-action sequences involved in a decision chain to
build a tree. At every node in the decision chain where a different action could be chosen or a
selected action results in a different state, the tree branches. The objective of these solvers then is
to search the tree as efficiently as possible to produce a near-optimal solution. Some of the earliest
methods applied here were the breadth-first and depth first search algorithms; a classical example
is their application to winning games [83]. Breadth first search relies on the expansion of all nodes
at each iteration up to some depth. Depth first search algorithms, such as forward search, seek to
explore the best action to its conclusion or to some depth at one iteration. While these solutions
produce a depth optimal solution, they are inefficient as they attempt to search the entire solution
space. Methods such as branch and bound seek to reduce unnecessary search by providing bounds
on the state-action values to prune the search tree; this however has the worst case complexity
equal forward search [64]. Alternatively sparse sampling uses generative models to randomly sample the outcomes of state-action pairs, approximating the state space and overcoming some of the
complexity [52]. The Successive Approximations of the Reachable Space under Optimal Policies
(SARSOP) extends these ideas to the POMDP problem, by randomly sampling belief state outcomes and bounding the search tree [59]. Alternatively, some approaches rely on strictly stochastic
means to evaluate which actions are best for a given state. Take for example the Monte Carlo Policy
evaluation which develops a policy by performing a random rollout (selection of random actions
or states at each node) and using a generative model of a process to search the solution space [90].
The methods presented until now rely on determinism or stochasticity to produce optimal results, but there are means which integrate the two ideas. Algorithms such as the Monte Carlo Tree
Search (MCTS) balance pragmatic (actions taken directly to achieve a goal) and epistemic (actions
taken to learn about the problem) behaviors to search the solution space [14]. At each iteration,
available state-action pairs are expanded; this is followed by a random rollout. Because explicit
simulation is time consuming and complex, the goal is that by introducing random behavior to approximate the outcome, search can be improved. The value of states-action chains are weighted by
the relative frequency with which they have been tried to encourage exploration. Depending on
the size of the problem then, the user can tune the amount of randomness introduced by the rollout
depth and the willingness to explore solutions about which little is known. MCTS has the advantage that its complexity is a function of the number of iterations and rollout depth as opposed to
the size of the search space. This approach is extended to POMDPS with the Partially Observable
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Monte Carlo Planning (POMCP) algorithm by planning over belief states [89].
Other planners try to solve the problem directly. This class of solvers is quite broad in their approaches, but the general principle is quite similar. Come up with candidate solutions, evaluate
their quality, use this information to create more candidates, and iterate. The core differences between these algorithms lie primarily in how they represent their information and how they utilize
the information gained from an iteration to develop the new candidates. This will involve a balancing act between employing some minor changes to conduct local search and dramatic changes
to the solutions to search the global space. Doing so the idea goes that any extrema can be optimized, but prevent to some degree getting caught in local optima–a common issue in local search
methods such as hill climbing. Here again, the idea of pragmatic and epistemic actions comes into
play. Evolutionary algorithms are a popular choice for global optimization which seek to mimic the
”survival of the fittest” behavior seen in nature [8]. These algorithms produce a set of solutions at
each iteration and evaluate their fitness or utility. Among these, the best solutions are kept. Then
by introducing random changes, combining solutions to produce new solutions, or inducing minor variations, the solution space is searched. These methods are best used for offline purposes, as
they are meant to run long enough to search as much of the space as possible. When the solution
is subject to changing length, these solutions can be troublesome to implement. They do however
offer a broad application for problems like deriving functional relations and parameter selection.
Particle swarm optimization relies on a set of samples from the solution space [53]. Ascribing to
each particle some position in the solution space and a velocity with which to move through it, their
fitness will be evaluated iteratively. Depending on the value of the solutions around them, forces
will be applied to the particles, guiding them through the solution space. Depending on the size
of the solution space, a significant number of particles may be necessary to effectively search the
solution space, making the method quite computationally intensive. These represent some of the
more broadly applied. There are a variety of other algorithms such as memetic algorithms [80],
and simulated annealing [56] which exist to perform global optimization as well.

3.2

Planning

The task of path planning has long existed in contexts beyond robotics. Early examples consider
famous problems in mathematics such as the travelling salesman problem (TSP) where travellers
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such as 19th century circuit judges and lawyers would attempt to work a set of cities in the shortest
distance [6]. In the context of graph theory and the state representations described in Ch. 2, this
involves visiting a set of nodes to produce the shortest circuit. One can readily imagine how this
applies to a road trip today or using a robot to cover an area. This section then describes a variety of
path planning problems tackled by the robotics community and the assumptions upon which they
depend. Whether implicit or explicit, though, it is necessary to point out these planners optimize
routes against some cost function with factors such as distance, energy, risk of failure, information
gained or otherwise.
3.2.1 Planning for a Destination
The goal of traverse is generally for a robot to navigate its environment. While this could involve a
set of destinations, this section is aimed at the limiting case of arriving at one specific location. As
with the more general decision process framework, these planners involve some means of search
through a set states, specifically spatial ones. There are however some creative approaches which
solve the task indirectly. Mimetic approaches such as potential fields, generate a field with the goal
acting as a sink and entities as sources. The robot then may simply follow the field to arrive at its
destination [98]. This has the advantage of providing a policy for any starting destination but is
subject to local minima traps without some additional perturbations. This approach also does not
guarantee optimality.
In the realm of path planning, the solution space is physical space; for breadth first search planning this is akin to propagating wavefront from a given position. This has given rise to a variety of
so called Fast Marching methods (FMM) which stem from the study of wavefront propagation in
physics. They involve solving the Eikonal equation which describes the motion of the wavefront
[101]. FMM reaches a solution by incrementing the value of occupancy grid positions as the wave
moves an increasing distance from some source. When applied to path planning the robot is treated
as the source. Once the wave has been propagated, application of gradient ascent yields the path
plan. In the case of the Fast Marching Squared, the front is propagated from obstacles. The further
from an obstacle, the faster the motion which can safely be achieved by a robot. By then solving
the FMM on this velocity field, Fast Marching Squared integrates speed allowing for a time optimal solution, not just distance optimal [95]. These algorithms and a host of other Fast solutions
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are described in [37]. This class of planners generally rely on a grid given its regularity. While they
will find an optimal solution, wavefront planners are not very efficient as they involve search of the
entire search space.
Best-first search methods apply additional knowledge about a problem to guide search towards
the answer. So is the case with Dijkstra’s algorithm [17]. Dijkstra’s algorithm assumes you have
some graph where each node has an estimated cost associated with reaching it. From some starting position, the planner searches neighboring nodes and computes the actual cost to go. If this
cost is less than the estimate, the cost is updated. Selecting the lowest cost node which has not
been expanded as the next to search, the algorithm iterates through the graph. This continues until
the goal is reached for some cost which is less than any other available trajectory. A* extends the
best-first concept by including heuristic knowledge about the proximity to the goal [39]. As such,
when considering the costs, the nodes which are expanded are those with the least cost, consisting
of the sum of verified or estimated cost and the projected cost to the goal. These heuristics should,
however be admissible and consistent, having lesser cost than that of the overall cost and satisfying the triangle inequality, respectively. Otherwise, the search would not be guided properly. The
heuristics are otherwise open to weighting as deemed necessary to guide the search. These search
algorithms come with several variants. Among them, the methods appended by a * are incremental and store previous efforts to speed up replanning, as in A*. Anytime algorithms are adapted to
provide a time optimal solution and can improve as it goes [67]. Bidirectional search methods root
trees at both the start and goal to better guide search [73]. Backward search methods start at the
goal which can aid replanning. Lite algorithms are versions of their predecessors which are easier to
implement [58]. An important point to note for graphical implementations is the use of the probabilistic roadmap (PRM) as a framework for planning. This employs a two step method wherein
a viable graph is constructed randomly then a solution is queried according to a search method of
the user’s choice, providing a powerful framework [51].
Whereas PRM plans the graph beforehand, there are planners which build the graph incrementally. Among these graphical methods, rapidly exploring random trees (RRT) and rapidly exploring random graphs (RRG) are noted here [50]. The planners randomly sample a point and then
extend to the nearest node some distance in that direction. Whereas RRT will only extend one
point to form a tree, RRG also extends those nearby to form a more general graph. These methods are well suited for including constraints on trajectories. Furthermore, RRT* is probabilistically
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complete and will converge on an optimal solution as the number of samples in the tree grows. As
with the best-first planners described above, these are classes of planners with many variants for
improving the trees, replanning, using bidirectional search, among others.
These problems are easily formulated in an MDP framework since for this section we are assuming there is no localization uncertainty. Hence value iteration and policy iteration work quite
well with these problems [57]. Naturally methods such as forward search can be extended to these
problems. While some have applied global planners [87], they are not necessary to get good performance given the relatively small size of most monotonic planning problems.
3.2.2 Planning for Information Gathering
In addition to reaching some position, robots are often tasked with information gathering about the
robot and its environment to reduce localization uncertainty, search an environment, or explore
and map an environment. Such approaches fit in with the theme of active perception, wherein
decision making and control are applied to the process of data acquisition [9].
To improve localization, there have been a variety of belief space planners. Algorithms such as
the Rapidly Exploring Random Belief Trees [15] and the Belief Roadmap (BRM) [86] extend RRT
and PRM to plan over belief states. Belief space planning suffers the curse of history, as the trajectory impacts the reward received at a given spatial state. This curse of history is the concept that
the uncertainty of states is dependent on previous states, and hence that history must be considered in planning. To overcome this hindrance, the Feedback-based information Roadmap builds
on BRM using control techniques to drive the robot to a specified position then use time to allow
localization to converge on and constrain belief states at nodes [4]. It should be noted in this work,
however the underlying assumption is that some global information source exists with which to
constrain these belief states. Alternatively, given the monotonic behavior of maximum eigenvalues
at belief states, Bopardikar, et al. [12] propose their application to bound uncertainty for belief
planning problems. For planning in the continuous domain, Indelman, et al. [47] extend the belief state to include information about the environment. In their work, they propose solving the
planning problem as a POMDP in two layers, propagating information about the global state, then
propagating and optimizing the control input directly. SARSOP has been applied to the task of
underwater navigation in this regime, where localization updates are rare [59]. Another approach,
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the Determinized Sparse Partially Observable Tree algorithm approximates the belief tree by a set
of sampled scenarios to break the curse of history [91]. The impact of this is that the planner need
not consider the entire tree; the algorithm has been put to good effect in planning for autonomous
vehicles.
Search and exploration problems are closely intertwined. Whereas search implies one is looking
for some object in an environment, exploration is search applied to information. As such, exploration planners may seek to expand frontiers of the known environment and perform mapping
functionalities. Mapping here consists not only of the spatial environment, but also characteristics
and fields such as the temperature of ocean water or plankton concentrations. As is the the case
in the information maximization planner of Low, et al. [69]. The Rapidly-exploring Information
Gathering planner builds on RRG to include information gained at each node and was shown to
yield promising results for mapping wireless signal strength when compared to branch and bound
[42]. SARSOP, when given a highly uncertain map, was applied to the task of improving the quality
of the map and localization while reaching goal [59].
Yamauchi pioneered the idea of frontier-based planning using occupancy grids for the task of
exploration by identifying regions where no information has been collected [103]. Bourgault, et al.
[13] worked to improve map quality by balancing information gain about the map with localization
performance from simultaneous localization and mapping. More recent work by Papachristos et
al. [81] uses a receding horizon approach to integrate mapping and exploration. They apply a
hierarchy to solve the problem in two stages. They complete the coverage and mapping problem by
building a search tree for desired coordinates, then perform belief space planning to ensure spatial
consistency.
For search with no prior information, the problem amounts to one of coverage, as described in
the next sub-section. There are some works, however, which apply existing knowledge to the task
of search. Ye [105] considers both prior distributions on object location and viewpoint planning
for perception of 3D objects in search. Wong, et al. [24] plan over prior information with a receding horizon approach and apply a Bayesian search filter to update the estimate of object states.
The 2016 NASA Sample Return Rover Centennial Challenge winner, Cataglyphis, relied on Bayes
type updates to estimate the likely locations of objects. Then based on this information search the
next best viewpoint [36]. This approach considered a spatial observation model for the camera,
distance, and time remaining. Alternatively, Doctor, et al. [20] applied particle swarm optimiza26

tion to robotic search. These search methods, however, did not demonstrate explicit consideration
for minimizing uncertainty.
3.2.3 Planning Circuits and for Coverage
Most of the previously discussed planners have had objectives which require visiting relatively few
states. Coverage problems involve the task of exhaustively traversing an entire region given some
radius of coverage the robot can sense or act upon. Depending on the context, these can be considered a special case of the search problem. The expectation is that the coverage planner will interact
with every bit of the environment, whereas search planners need not always do so. Circuit and route
planning differ in that they involve returning to the starting coordinate and may sometimes only
require visiting a subset of nodes or vertices. Discussion of routing problems will focus primarily
on TSP, the Chinese Postman Problem (CPP), and their variants.
Early coverage planners relied on lawnmower or zigzag-like behavior to cover convex regions.
This led to the need for the cellular decomposition methods, such as the Morse decomposition
previously described. Several algorithms, however, rely on grid and graph based approaches. In
coverage, wavefront algorithms are again useful, though instead of traversing the gradient, the objective is to traverse equipotentials, only deviating when necessary to make progress [106]. Spiral
algorithms utilize grids with 2 x 2 subgrids. By traversing along an edge in the subgrid and only
turning when a boundary is met, the planner can always ensure a viable route home with minimal
recoverage [28]. Some methods, such as [29] consider localization uncertainty, though it is used
as a fallback and not incorporated directly into the plan. Acar, et al. [1] though, exploit knowledge
of the environment by following cell boundaries and using these to provide information about location. For a more complete review, the reader is directed to that by Galceran [30]. In this survey,
he details classical methods which rely heavily on cellular decomposition to produce convex hulls
for classical zigzag planners, grid and graph based methods, multi-agent methods, methods under
uncertainty, optimal coverage, and 3D coverage.
The objective of TSP is to visit a number of cities at the least cost and return to the origin. Mathematically speaking this amounts to traversing all the vertices in a graph once, except the origin at
the lowest edge cost. Applegate cites a number of approximate solution methods such as cutting
planes from convex hulls, using linear programming solvers, and searching trees [6]. A more recent
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development is the application of ant colony optimization, a global optimization technique [104].
In this case, a number of random solutions are rolled out. The best among them leave ”pheromones”
which guide the search of subsequent rollouts.
For the Chinese Postman problem (CPP) or route inspection problem, a person must deliver
mail along a set of streets without repeatedly visiting a street [48]. This in turn amounts to traversing all the edges in a graph once and returning to a starting vertex. To solve the problem exactly
requires all nodes have an even number of edges. Fortunately, the CPP is relatively easy to evaluate
when edge costs are fixed. This is accomplished by generating random circuits. Then for any nodes
with unused edges, simply repeat this procedure, replacing a node in the primary circuit with the
new circuit. The solution of any tour will then be of the same cost. This is of course neglecting
consideration for the more difficult problem of graphs with odd nodes. CPP has several variants
of which many are NP-Hard; of interest are the windy postman problem and rural postman problems. The Windy postman problem has edge costs which depend on the direction of traverse. An
example would be a greater expense in gas for a mail truck to drive up a street as opposed to down
or the belief of a robot entering a region with low uncertainty localization updates versus leaving
one. A prominent solution to this problem is the application of cutting planes [102]. The Rural
postman problem requires only a subset of edges be traversed at minimal cost. Such may be the
case when a robot is expected to search a few small regions for an object, but the greater area is
known not to contain anything. Such was the case in the NASA Sample Return Robot Challenge
[75]. Some approaches include application of the polyhedron for the graph and applying cutting
plane algorithms [19] such as branch-and-cut (extends branch and bound to include cutting planes
for tightening bounds) [33]. For solutions to these and other variants, the reader is directed to the
following reviews [21] [22] [23].
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4

Simulation Environment

To evaluate the approach presented this work employs the MATLAB and C++ programming languages. Matlab provided the benefit of rapid prototyping and easily employed graphics
interface. C++ on the other hand provides significant advantages in terms of efficiency and open
source packages. Of these packages, use of the Robot Operating System (ROS) not only provided
a simplified interface for communication between various programs, but also access to the high fidelity Gazebo simulation environment. ROS has a broad community acceptance, offering a solid
foundation for online support in debugging various issues. Gazebo offers a broad array of sensor
models, evaluation of dynamics, multiple physics engines, and more [31]. Additionally, in versions directly integrated with ROS, there is functionality for handling transforms between bodies,
logging through ROS interfaces, and adaptability between physical and simulated robots. The decision to forgo testing on a physical robot platform was made after careful consideration. Given the
concurrence of the COVID-19 pandemic with the final results of this work, access to facilities has
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been limited. While there is no substitute for such physical tests it is believed that the work herein
can be suitably represented in the given simulation environment. Future work in this direction will
be extended to the physical Pathfinder robot, described below, as the future situation permits.
This chapter details the simulation environment and parameters for the robot under consideration. First the available sensor models employed and their nominal operating conditions are detailed. This is provided alongside the robot and environment models. The state estimation strategy
employed is described next. For all simulations be they done strictly in MATLAB/C++ or in coordination with the Gazebo, all parameters specified will be consistent unless otherwise specified.

4.1

Robot and Environment Models

To facilitate future testing in the real world, this work uses a simulated model of the Interactive
Robotics Laboratory’s (IRL) Pathfinder robot (Fig. 4.1.1). Pathfinder is a four-wheel differential
drive robot used primarily for testing and development. As such, the robot has a significant software foundation and can be easily reconfigured to meet testing needs. Furthermore, there is an
existing simulation package containing a Pathfinder model (Fig. 4.1.2) with which to utilize. The
relative ease of use made Pathfinder a straightforward choice of model. The real robot is outfit with
an ADIS 16495-2 IMU having 1.6°/hr drift and quadrature encoders having 47,000 pulses/m resolution [54]. Given noise levels may vary from one test to the next, velocity and heading noise were
arbitrarily drawn from the respective normal distributions
v ∼ N (0, 0.1 m/s)

(4.1)

ψ̇ ∼ N (0, 0.1◦).

(4.2)

and

Measurements were simulated at frequency of 50 Hz. Control of the rover velocity and angular
velocity was accomplished with proportional controllers, having gains Kv = 1, and Kψ̇ = 5, respectively.
Beacons were placed throughout the environment to provide a global update. The beacons are
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Figure 4.1.1: Image of the IRL Pathfinder Robot, reproduced with permission from the author [54]

Figure 4.1.2: Simulated Pathfinder robot in the Gazebo environment

assumed to contain cameras looking in 360°and being able to communicate with the robot. The
robot would then carry ARuco codes arranged in a cube atop the body. In this way the updates
would be provided at any point within view of the camera–here treated as a distance of 7.5 m. The
observation probability in this region was assumed to be 1. As the ARuco library can resolve a full
pose, this would result in measurements of the 2D position and heading for the robot. The beacons
were assumed to provide measurements at a rate of 1 Hz. The measurements were modelled as having no drift. Noise for the linear directions and heading were arbitrarily drawn from the following
distributions
x ∼ N (0, 0.01 m)
(4.3)
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and
h ∼ N (0, 0.01◦).

(4.4)

A 2D plane was selected for the environment. As for the search environment, the graph is arranged with nodes at 15 m intervals in the x and y directions (Fig. 4.1.3). Beacons were placed at
coordinates (16,16) m and (16,31) m. Connections are made for nodes within a radius of 23 m.
In this way the transitions act as they would on grid with diagonal and lateral connections. The
environment considered measured 45 m x 60 m and the robot was assumed to have a 7.5 m radius
sweep. As such in a perfect coverage solution, there would still be uncovered area in the 4 corners.
This was done as a simplifying assumption; while the nodes could have filled the bounding box, it
was expected this would skew the results towards more coverage, making it harder to differentiate
outcomes. As such, perfect performance was defined to have a coverage of 95.41 %. The sweep of
the robot and a total coverage example can be seen in Figure 4.1.4.

4.2

State Estimation

For the purposes of this work, the relevant state of the robot is its pose. Given this is a 2D motion problem, the pose consists of an two linear dimensional coordinates x and y, and one angular
dimension the heading ψ. This yields a state vector
x̂ = [x, y, ψ]T .

(4.5)

While the model exists in 3D, motion in the z direction, pitch, and roll should be negligible given
the low speeds and flat environment. Because the noise models are Gaussian, an Extended Kalman
Filter was selected for state estimation in this problem. The prediction step utilizes velocity v and
yaw rate ψ̇ from the gyroscope. This results in a predicted state for time step k

x̂k|k−1



vcos(ψ̇)


= x̂k−1|k−1 +  vsin(ψ̇)  dtk|k−1
ψ̇
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(4.6)

Figure 4.1.3: Arrangement of beacons (red circles) and graph construction.

where dtk|k−1 is the time difference between steps k and k-1. The Jacobian for the predicted state F
is therefore


1
0
−vsin(ψ̇)dtk|k−1


(4.7)
Fk = 0
1
vcos(ψ̇)dtk|k−1  .
0
0
dtk|k−1
When available the the beacon update supplies a full state measurement
zk = [x, y, ψ]Tmeas .

(4.8)

h = x̂k|k−1 .

(4.9)

Consequently the observation is
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Figure 4.1.4: (left) Sweep of robot in environment; (middle) partial coverage example,
(right) full coverage.

Given the state equations are nonlinear, the prediction covariance Qk is estimated as


 v
√
 (2)

Qk = 
 0

0

0

0

v
√
(2)
0



0
.

ω

(4.10)

The update measurement noise Rk however, can be known exactly and is hence set as

x

Rk =  0
0

0
x
0


0

0 .
h

(4.11)

With this information, we can then compute the filter’s estimate for the kth time step. The filter
is derived and described in more detail in Probabilistic Robotics [94]. First the filter predicts the
covariance estimate
Pk|k−1 = Fk Pk−1|k−1 FkT + Qk .

(4.12)

Assuming there is an update, the Kalman gain is computed. Because the observation h is linear, its
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Jacobian is an identity matrix. The Kalman gain here is thus simplified to
Kk =

Pk|k−1
Pk|k−1 + Rk

(4.13)

and the residual is computed as
rk = zk − h.

(4.14)

Lastly, these are used to update the state and covariance estimates as
x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + Kk rk

(4.15)

Pk|k = (I − Kk )Pk|k−1 ,

(4.16)

and

respectively. In the last equation, note again, that the term for Jacobian of h simplifies out.
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5

Algorithms

The work presented here considers multiple approaches to search planning. The differing characteristics in the two formulations impacted how the structure of the problem could be
exploited and hence the means to arrive at a solution. Given the solution space is too large to evaluate exactly for the BMDP, efficient search of the solution space was necessary. Furthermore to
support a later shift from offline to online performance, the solution should be independent of the
size of the search tree. POMCP offered the means to control the time invested in this search and
the ability to balance exploitative and exploratory search. For the MDP formulation, problems
could more easily be defined with a finite set of states. As a result, VI was selected to evaluate an
exact solution. The proposed formulations were compared to the TSP solution as evaluated with
Google’s OR-tools software package. The TSP solution served as a baseline for optimal coverage
planning with no consideration for uncertainty. In doing so, the relative performance benefits of
the approaches employed could be characterized. The remainder of the chapter details the algo36

rithms employed and implementation details for each of the approaches.

5.1

Value Iteration

To evaluate a problem using VI iteration necessitates listing of all states to be searched. By exploiting this list and the formulation, the problem was greatly simplified. To see how, one must first
remember that the states are defined by the current vertex, set of nodes visited, and the number of
timesteps since receiving a beacon update. In the search problem, one is generally concerned with
all nodes being visited as a path. By treating the set of nodes visited as unordered, however, one
can enjoy a significant reduction in complexity. In the case of the graph used for this problem, the
search space of paths is bounded by mn2 3k and mn2 8k states. Here k is the length of the path, m
the maximum number of timesteps since receiving a beacon update, and n the number of nodes.
One n term is for the number of vertices the robot could be in, while the other is for each starting
vertex. The powers of 3 and 8 define the minimum and maximum number of incident edges for the
nodes, representing the possible number of action to some depth. By not considering the order in
which these nodes are visited, however, resulted in a complexity of mn2 2n . Here 2n accounts for the
number of combinations of visited nodes. This breaks the dependence on search horizon, as well.
For twelve nodes, the solution took ~3 min to run using an Intel i7 processor. Given the complexity of the problem, this therefore requires several hours to compute a solution for problems with
more than 16 nodes. For all states, the transition probability is defined as 90 % chance of reaching
the desired node and 10 % chance of staying in place. In practice there is some nonzero chance
of transitioning to a different node. As this formulation does not consider path history, there was
no clear way to allocate this appropriately beyond setting the transitions to be equal, so they were
neglected.
In applying VI to the problem, the following parameters were used in evaluating the reward
structure. The parameters were arrived at by incrementally evaluating solutions. Qualitatively this
amounted to comparing how short the paths were and how effectively they would reduce uncertainty from a human intuition. For example, spacing the beacon updates relatively evenly throughout the paths would limit the exponential growth of uncertainty. As defined in Chapter 1, α indicates the reward for reaching the goal, ρ is the cost for not visiting a new node, c is the baseline
energy expenditure cost, w1 is the weight for distance related costs, and w2 is the weight for belief
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related costs.
α = 10, 000,

(5.1)

ρ = 0,

(5.2)

c = −25

(5.3)

w1 = −50, and

(5.4)

w2 = −1.

(5.5)

The value iteration algorithm involves successive approximations of a state’s value. This is done
by estimation from the greatest sum of the reward for available actions and expectation of the values
of the resulting states. Performing this estimate iteratively until convergence, then exactly solves
the Bellman equation–resulting in the optimal values for all states. Value iteration is completed by
selecting as the policy at each state, the action which results in the greatest value. This algorithm is
detailed in [57] and shown in Algorithm 1. Here no discount is used, so the term is neglected. V
indicates the value of state.
Algorithm 1: Value Iteration
Result: Vk
k ←− 0
V(s) ←− 0
∀s ∈ S
while ¬converged do
∑
∀s ∈ S
Vk+1 (s) ←− maxa [R(s, a) + s′ T(s′ |s, a)Vk (s′ )]
k ←− k + 1
end
VI was applied offline (that is evaluating the policies before use) in a MATLAB environment.
Spatial states considered only the vertices of the graph. Kinematics were therefore not modelled,
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with motion described by only the beginning and ending positions. Whereas VI should involve
generating policies for all states, the implementation considered each starting coordinate as a separate problem (though they were included for the complexity described above). As such, VI was run
once for each starting coordinate to get a set of policies. This was done to simplify the code base;
running the problem offline and for relatively few states meant this would not cause undue burden.
Following evaluation of the policies, they were simulated in the C++/Gazebo environment.

5.2

Partially Observable Monte Carlo Planning

Because evaluation of all states in the BMDP would be intractable, an approximate solver was used.
POMCP offered several benefits over alternative methods given that it is designed specifically for
solving POMDPs online (evaluation of solutions at the time of the mission). That the search was
bounded by the number of iterations the user selects implied it could be put to use for anytime
planning, supporting replanning, which would be desirable when this work is later extended. Furthermore, POMCP applies a generative model from the underlying system permitting the planner
to treat the problem with the BMDP formulation.
In applying POMCP to the problem, the following parameters were used in evaluating the reward structure. As defined in Chapter 1, α indicates the reward for reaching the goal, ρ is the cost
for not visiting a new node, c is the baseline energy expenditure cost, w1 is the weight for distance
related costs, and w2 is the weight for belief related costs. The reader will note the difference in parameters as compared to VI. This difference stems from the difference in problem structure. Given
that VI was applied to an MDP which not only had differing assumptions, but also reward and
transition models, as well. From a fundamental level, this amounts to solving two different problems. Attempts were made, however, to use the same parameters. The POMCP solutions, under
such circumstances did not appropriately balance the objectives. This resulted in solutions favoring
one objective or which were otherwise nonsensical. Furthermore, the BMDP solution appeared
to have a broader range of parameters in which it could effectively balance the multiple objectives.
To evaluate this range in more detail multiple uncertainty weights were considered.
α = 1, 000, 000,
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(5.6)

ρ = −500,

(5.7)

c = −250

(5.8)

= −1, and

(5.9)

w2 = −5.

(5.10)

1

The POMCP algorithm is based on three functions: search, simulate, and rollout. The search
function randomly selects from the set of belief states. It then performs a simulation on this state.
These operations are repeated until timeout; at timeout, the function returns the best action. The
simulation algorithm, if a state has not yet been extended, extends the tree for all actions from the
state. It then calls the rollout function to estimate the original state’s value. Otherwise, the function
selects an action based on the neighbor with the greatest sum of the reward and an exploration term
scaled by some factor c. Using this action, it applies a generative model G to evaluate the reward
received by taking the desired action, then simulates one layer deeper. The reward and value from
the simulation are used to update the reward for the state. Next the state-action tree is updated with
the value of the state and number of visits to the state; the belief state is appended to the set. Lastly,
the rollout function up to some depth recursively follows a random policy, using a generative model
to propagate the states. The reward obtained is then the sum of the recursively estimated rewards.
For this work the POMCP algorithm is modified such that termination of the search depends
on the number of iterations as opposed to a time limit. Additionally, the simulation step only extends a single node, as opposed to doing so recursively to some depth. POMCP is detailed in [89].
The search, simulate, and random rollout algorithms are presented in Algorithm 2, 3, and 4, respectively with the described modifications. Additionally, when the random rollout concludes, a
default policy defined by the TSP solution continues selecting actions until the goal is achieved to
better approximate the reward; see Algorithm 5. For the following algorithms h refers to the stateaction history or path of the robot, N indicates the number of times a given path has been searched,
V is the value of a state, B indicates the belief state, and π indicates a policy, whether random or
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default.
Algorithm 2: Search(h)
n ←− 0
Result: argmaxb V(hb)
while n < nmax do
s ∼ B(h)
Simulate(s, h)
n ←− n + 1
end
Algorithm 3: Simulate(s,h)
Result: R
if h ∈
/ tree then
tree(h,a) ←− (Ninit (ha), Vinit (ha))∀a ∈ A
R ←− RandomRollout(s, h, 0)
else
√
logN(h)
a ←− argmaxb [V(h, b) + c
]
N(hb)
(s’,o,r) ∼ G(s, a)
R ←− r
B(h) ←− B(h) ∪ s
N(h) ←− N(h) + 1
N(ha) ←− N(ha) + 1
R − V(ha)
V(ha) ←− V(ha) +
N(ha)
end
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Algorithm 4: RandomRollout(s,h,depth)
Result: R
if depth < depthmax then
a ∼ π random (h)
(s’, o, r) ∼ G(s, a)
depth ←− depth + 1
R ←− r + RandomRollout(s′ , h, depth)
else
R ←− r + DefaultRollout(s, h)
end
Algorithm 5: DefaultRollout(s,h)
Result: R
while goal ¬reached do
a ∼ π default (h)
(s’, o, r) ∼ G(s, a)
R ←− r + DefaultRollout(s′ , h)
end
In application of this problem, the full 2D robot pose was used to define the state, along with the
belief, and set of visited nodes. The belief was represented by a multivariate Gaussian distribution
and propagated using an extended Kalman filter. The generative model was based on the change
in pose between the starting and ending coordinates with measurements having noise simulated as
defined in Ch. 4. In determining updates, there was the option to utilize the maximum likelihood
estimate obtained from the simulated motion or to randomly draw a sample from the belief. Randomly drawing from the distribution showed no apparent preference for receiving belief updates.
Consequently, it was assumed that drawing from the distribution showed an unrealistic expectation of inadvertently receiving belief updates. For this reason, the maximum likelihood estimate
was used to determine if the robot received a beacon update. POMCP was applied offline and so
the goal was to evaluate the theoretically best performance by near-exhaustively searching the relatively small set of possible paths. In application, POMCP was found to select a policy for 100,000
iterations of the search step with no rollout in ~1 min when run offline. To determine these search
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parameters, Monte-Carlo trials were performed to evaluate the expected reward as a function of
the number of search iterations and the depth of rollout. For each case, 100 trials were performed.
From Figures 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 the expected reward converged around between 10,000 to 50,000 iterations. The decision to use 100,000 was made in light of the the relatively small number of trials.
Furthermore, given the planning was done offline, the relatively short time was not a constraint. In
regard to the rollout, depths greater than zero showed decreased performance in the solution (Fig.
5.2.3). This is believed to be a side effect of the relatively small size of the problem and the additional default rollout. Given these can search the solution space relatively thoroughly compared to
larger problems, the additional randomness likely biased the search in favor of worse solutions.

Figure 5.2.1: Convergence of POMCP expected reward as a function of the number of simulation iterations for w2 = -2.

5.3

Travelling Salesman Planner

To evaluate the TSP solution, the Google OR-tools package was implemented. OR-tools performs
combinatorial optimization for constraint programming, linear and mixed-integer programming,
and vehicle routing tasks, as well as other graph related algorithms [34]. The problem was framed
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Figure 5.2.2: Convergence of POMCP expected reward as a function of the number of simulation iterations for w2 = -5.

Figure 5.2.3: Convergence of POMCP expected reward as a function of the rollout depth for
w2 = -2.

as an adjacency matrix with adjacency values indicating the distance between two nodes. In the
instances where no connections existed, the edge costs were set to values much larger than the
distance between nodes. This is because OR-tools does not support explicit declaration of nonexistent edges for TSP. The program was instructed to plan for a single vehicle. As edge costs were
not bidirectional there was no need to evaluate solutions from multiple starting coordinates; they
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should all be effectively the same or flipped about an axis of symmetry. For the routingModel class,
default parameters were used. This however led to suboptimal solutions so the depth first search
algorithm was used in its stead. The TSP solution was evaluated offline before testing performance
in the C++/Gazebo environment.
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6

Results

Evaluation of the methods employed consisted of Monte Carlo trials characterizing the
error, coverage, and path length of each planner’s solutions. These results are presented alongside
maps demonstrating the trajectories of the examples; therein red lines indicate the state estimate
and green lines the true path. Additionally, blue circles outline the regions with beacon updates
and blue arrows mark the starting coordinate, pointing towards the first stop on the path. Because
the control was sufficient that the robot closely followed its estimated state, explicit plots of these
policies are not included as they can be inferred from the trajectory figures.
For the Monte-Carlo trials, 24 tests were considered for each method; more trials would have
been preferable, however, the length of a simulation was prohibitive. To collect general performance data, these were distributed such that each node was the starting point for two trials. In the
case of the TSP, the policy was applied once in each direction from the starting coordinates. Given
the TSP costs are the same regardless of direction, this offered a more complete picture of the per46

formance in the full problem. The MDP/VI solution generated one policy for each node which
was tested twice. The offline BMDP/POMCP was used to generate two policies from each starting coordinate and uncertainty weight to better reflect the stochastic nature of the planner. Before
discussing the outcome of all the trials, the following discussion evaluates the performance of some
individual trajectories with respect to the character of the planned path. For the purposes of discussion the MDP/VI solution will be referred to simply as VI and the BMDP/POMCP solutions
as POMCP.
From the trajectories of each approaches, one can see the emphasis towards the specified cost
functions. This serves as a verification that the algorithms were operating as directed and the formulations achieved their respective goals. For the TSP, wherein the cost was based solely on distance,
the planner clearly avoids taking diagonal edges (Fig. 6.0.1). This does, however result in deteriorated performance when the planner starts at or near nodes with updates. By receiving updates
sequentially, they are unable to limit explosive error growth in the worst cases. Conversely, when
the updates are further along the path from the starting coordinate, performance is somewhat better as the error is not permitted to compound over exceptionally long periods (Fig. 6.0.2).

Figure 6.0.1: TSP trajectory starting in region with belief update.

For the VI to compensate for the uncertainty terms, some diagonal motions were necessary. This
was so that it distributed updates more evenly throughout the trajectory, as was expected (Fig.
6.0.3). Revisiting nodes was neglected in all cases, except those where starting in a node which
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Figure 6.0.2: TSP solution with trajectory receiving update approximately halfway through.

received an update (Fig. 6.0.4).

Figure 6.0.3: Prototypical VI iteration trajectory.

For POMCP with w₂ = -5 (POMCP5), the consideration for uncertainty was much greater a priority than path length. As such, many paths were seen to weave in and out of regions with updates
several times (Fig. 6.0.5). That said, there were some solutions that behaved similar to VI, though
they were in the minority. Furthermore, the deweighting of updates near the end of the trajectory
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Figure 6.0.4: VI solution starting in a region with belief update.

Figure 6.0.5: POMCP5 trajectory which returns for multiple belief updates.

is evident from paths which seemingly rush towards the goal near the end (Fig. 6.0.6).
In evaluating POMCP with w₂ = -2 (POMCP2), uncertainty and path length considerations
were more balanced. Because of this, the paths more closely mirrored those of the VI (Fig. 6.0.7).
Given the approximate nature of the planner, actions which provided no benefit did occasionally
creep into the solutions (Fig. 6.0.8).
The remainder of this discussion draws from Tables 6.0.1, 6.0.2 which detail the mean and vari49

Figure 6.0.6: POMCP5 trajectory which shows less consideration for receiving updates near
the end.

Figure 6.0.7: POMCP2 trajectory which with minor path length increase over TSP.

ance of the performance of each method in regard to their average error, maximum error, coverage,
and path length. This information is presented graphically in Figures 6.0.9-6.0.12. TSP showed
about 75 % of trials having less than 5 cm of average error. VI and POMCP5, however fell entirely
below 4 cm. VI and POMCP5 also more than halved the average error of the TSP solution with
negligible variance. POMCP2 performed approximately as well though showed greater variability
in the solutions. As for their maximum errors, the TSP solution averaged about 6 m and had a
variance of 10 m. This reflects the lack of consideration for constraining uncertainty. VI and both
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Figure 6.0.8: POMCP2 trajectory which performs unnecessary actions.

POMCP, showed a decrease of ~33 % for the mean of the maximum error with a decrease in variance of >60 %. The behavior of VI and both POMCP were within a few percent for their error. This
is well within the means of having a statistical anomaly given the relatively small number of trials.
That said, the POMCP5 performed slightly better in both average and maximum error in the trials.
Both POMCP though were subject to greater deviation in performance than VI. Given POMCP
relies heavily on randomness, and VI produces the same plan every time, this would seem to line up
with expectations. It is therefore noteworthy that the relatively small variation in expected rewards
resulted in considerable variability between trials.
In regard to coverage, all planners achieved greater than 90 % coverage on average and had negligible deviation from this performance. Of interest is that under these circumstances, VI and both
POMCP improved the performance by ~3 %. Most of the coverage benefit seems to have come
directly from the increase in uncertainty performance. Despite the extensive increases in path coverage produced by the POMCP5 solution this did not contribute substantially to a gain in coverage. Given successful coverage was 95.41 %, the VI and both POMCP solutions came considerably
close to exceeding this threshold.
The minimum distance which could be travelled under perfect conditions to achieve the coverage was 180 m; TSP closely reflected this behavior. Given that TSP should provide the minimum
distance which could be travelled, it is within expectation that VI and both POMCP resulted in
increases when considering localization uncertainty. VI and POMCP2 saw an increase of ~10 %
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TSP
VI
Average Error (m)
0.04
0.02
Maximum Error (m)
6.05
3.81
Coverage (%)
90.50 93.18
Path Length (m)
180.29 198.23

POMCP5 POMCP2
0.02
0.02
3.67
4.22
93.86
92.53
227.28
195.14

Table 6.0.1: Mean of performance for Monte-Carlo trials

TSP
VI
Average Error (m)
5E-04 5E-05
Maximum Error (m)
9.92
3.47
Coverage (%)
0.10
0.03
Path Length (m)
8.57 66.90

POMCP5 POMCP2
8E-05
2E-04
3.57
3.33
0.03
0.07
584.50
83.22

Table 6.0.2: Variance of performace for Monte-Carlo trials

with relatively tight clustering. The only outliers for VI were those cases wherein the starting coordinate received an observation. POMCP5, however, saw the mean path length increase by ~32
% over the TSP results. Furthermore, given the variation in behavior from solutions, this caused
dramatic differences in distance travelled by the set of POMCP5 solutions. While the increase in
path length falls in line with significant attempts to improve localization performance, the notable
variance for both POMCP again reflects the approximate nature of this algorithm.
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Figure 6.0.9: Average Error from trajectories.

Figure 6.0.10: Maximum Error from trajectories.
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Figure 6.0.11: Area Coverage for trajectories.

Figure 6.0.12: Path length for trajectories.
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7

Concluding Remarks

The work presented here demonstrated the successful application of decision process formulations for the multi-objective search problem with high robot localization uncertainty. Performance
was evaluated using VI and POMCP to produce paths for the MDP and BMDP formulations, respectively. Both showed significant decreases in error while improving coverage relative to the TSP
solution. MDP/VI was demonstrated to do so more consistently than both BMDP/POMCP and
TSP. Application of VI did have the drawback, however, of being tied directly to the complexity of
the MDP. As a consequence it becomes prohibitively time consuming to evaluate problems requiring more than 16 nodes. Weighting the POMCP yielded similar uncertainty performance for the
weights considered. As the magnitude of the uncertainty weight increased, however, significant
increases in path length were exhibited. Furthermore, BMDP/POMCP showed more variability
in performance than VI. This is reflected in the incomplete search of the state-action tree. Given
the success of the reduced complexity state representation, it is also worth investigating extension
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to the POMDP problem. Continued work will be done to further analyze the capabilities of these
methods and extend their application.

7.1

Future Work

The work presented herein represents a stepping stone on the way to a broad array of more complex
problems. In particular, there is need to expand this work to larger graphs given the limit imposed
by Value Iteration solutions. The application of algorithms such as MCTS and DESPOT seem to
offer a reasonable means towards achieving these objectives. Along such lines, improving the efficiency of or devising better POMDP solvers is also within the scope of future work. As it relates
to robotics specifically, this work can be extended to 3D search and inclusion of nonuniform prior
distributions of objects to bias the search. This is to say nothing of relaxing constraints on prior
information so that the robot may be required to conduct exploration as well. Such is the case in
disaster scenarios such as those following earthquakes where the environment may have substantially changed from prior knowledge. In line with consideration for 3D environments, the need
for multiple agents with varying capabilities is worthy of consideration. Consider a UAV/UGV
team such as that in [35]. UAVs can rapidly search a region from the air. They are, however, subject to significant localization drift and short battery life. Use of the UGV to help constrain error
and offer a charging station can to some degree overcome these limitations. Coordinating the motion between these agents also presents interesting challenges in timing to ensure the localization
uncertainty can be reliably constrained.
A key aspect in coverage and search problems is the spatial nature of the observation or actions.
A lawnmower covers some region of fixed size as it moves, and one might expect the waypoints to
be separated by about the size of the mower. As these problems move into the realm of the 3D
space, an observation may change size, shape, or heading depending on the motion of a robot. In
application of a UAV to the problem of search, it faces the choice of flying far overhead to get an
approximate idea of relevant features or flying near the ground to gather more certain information.
In this case a camera has some spatial field of view of the ground and accuracy of detection–both
of which are dependent on the observation height. When considering prior information about the
possible locations for survivors, then it will be more efficient to adjust the height to account for this
information. Factoring this information into the sampling then can reduce the state space search
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for planners. Considering again this is a spatially varying observation, one can see the parallel to
packing problems. Additionally, given sensors with spatial observations–like a camera with a fisheye lens–wherein the belief in a measurement is dependent on the pose from which it is sensed,
some amount of overlap between observations may be necessary to fulfil mission requirements.
One is inclined to think of this as a packing problem wherein the bodies deform. A potential alternative is to frame some posterior belief as an objective. Considering a set of observations and their
resulting posterior distributions, one can attempt to match this posterior belief. This problem has
potential to be treated as a function or model approximation problem. Given the considerable gap,
in so far as there is no explicit research to my knowledge, in optimizing coverage by factoring in the
spatially varying observations, this could be a very fruitful direction for research into search tasks.
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